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POST-'IT,AR METEOROLOGY Dr CANADA

1.

INTRODUOTION.

1.1.
This address tonight is my closing official action as
President of the C~adian Branch of the Royal Meteorologioal Sooiety.
Under the terms of the excellently conceived By-Laws, the term of the
President is limited to a maximum of two years. which I will h~'tve completed upon the closing of this meeting. It is td th grept pleasure end conn ....
dence that I hand over the reins of office to Mr. F.
Benum: but before
doing so, it is mw privilege to deliver the annual Presidential address.

,.!.

1.2.
With the many ramificl'ltions of B.ctive meteorological
researoh in the world today, my problem in the choice of a suitable subject
was not from a dearth of material, but from a superabundance.

1.3.
On sampling opinion, I found a strong desire on the
part of a great number interested in meteorology in Canada to have a brief
review of the progress the Service he.s made over the past five years.
1.4.
Accordingly, with the kind permission of the Controller
of the Meteorological DiviSion, I rum happy to present to you a brief report
on post-"rar Meteorology in Canada.
2.

POST-WAR RID-ORGANIZATION.

2.1.
The end of the war in Europe sa",! the Ce.Mdian \'1eather
Service emerging somewhat breathless from the Herculean effort required in
connection with the British Common",ealth Air Training Plan, and the vB.rioue
other war activities based on Oanadian soil. To meet wartime demands, we
had to train and employ 400 Meteorologists over and above our pre-war staff.
As an alternative measure of our ""aTtime expanSion, our civil budget increased by approximately 400%, nohlithstanding the fact that a major portion
of wartime meteorological expenditure was borne out of National Defence
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funds, and, consequently, did not 8ppear in our civil appropriation_
Figurati vely, we '~,ere like the small boy who having suddenly shot up six
inches in stature is so~ewhat discomfited to find himself still in short
pants extending only half-way do,m his thighs. Nevertheless, we were a
healthy youth, and all we required was reclothing and redirection of effort.
2.2.
The immediate task facing the Controller was to swing
from a high-gear intensive mili te.ry service into an equally high-gear and
intensive civilian service, As you will all remember, the end of the war
saw a very rapid industrial and eoonomic development in Canada; and with
the remov81 of the ",artime seourity restriotions great deme.nds for meteorologioal service arose in practically every form of activity carried out
in Oanada.

2.3.
To meet this demand a complete re-organization of our
headquarters, and the redistribution of field staff was required.
2.4.
During these same past five years, there has been, as
you all know, a firm 8nd repeated objective on the part of the Government
to reduce Government expenditures. :Because of this the re-organization
has not been acoomplished as quickly 8S one might have expected, on the
basis of wartime experience. Each element of our over-all plan has been
studied ",i th great care and diligence by the higher echelons of Government.
Even though this has slowed the re-organization below that expected, it
has, nevertheless, served to crystalize our thinking on each step; and, in
turn, has given an increasing number of higher Government officials a real
insight into the require~ents of meteorology in Canada, and has thus built
the DiviSion on a foundation of fact and understanding.

2.5.
Other factors affecting the re-organization were the
large number of resignations of professional staff recruited for wartime
service returning to their initially chosen profeSSions, together with
those who, as n result of the soarcity of scientific personnel in North
America, were able to command a higher salary in other scientific fields,
There were in the fiscal year 1945 ~ 46, alone, 117 resignations of the
professional staff. This figure will give you some idea of the importance
of this particular factor,
2.6.
Notwi thstanding t,hese limitations very SUbstantial
progress has been made over the past five years. We make no pretence that
finality has been reached in any of the various facets of meteorological
endea.vour; but we have travelled a oonsiderable distance along the road
leading to the goal which the Controller has so clearly in focus.

2.7.
Our present headquarters orgAnization is based on the
prinCiple of a horizontal echeloning immediately below the Controller level,
rather than on the vertioal echeloning used in many other SerVices. In this
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respect our organization, therefore, bears oloser resemblance to the
pattern established by the Uni ted Ste_tes vleather :Bureau than the pattern
established by the Britlsh Meteorological Office.
2.8.
The echelon immediately belo",r the Controller is
broken down into the fundamental Services comprising the Meteorological
Division. (See Fig. 1). These are:
•1 •

Forecast Services •

• 2.

Administrative Services.
Research and Training Services •

•4.

Instrument Services.
Basic Weather Services •

. 6.

Climatology •

2.9.
The head of each Service reports directly to the Controller, and is responsibile for internal co-ordination. In the Controller's absence the head of Foreoast Services assumes certain additional
duties of over-all co~ordination. The main criticism that can be levelled
at this structure is the number of people reporting direot to the Controller. There are, however, substantial compensating advantages. It is not
claimed that this is the ultimate in headq~_rters organization, it is merely
presented to you as representing our state of evolution.
2.10.
In order to give you a brief over-all picture of the
progress over the past five years, I will now sketch briefly the develop.ment in e~:tch of the six Services listed above.

3.

FORECAST SERVICES.

3.1.
Internally, Forecast Services is broken down into Publio
Weather, Continental Aviation, Trans-Ocean Aviation, Forecast Office Operation and Management, and Communications.
3.2.

Oommunications.

3.2.1.
On the communications side we have expanded from a
teletype system comprising some 7,500 miles of leased circuits, with 216
drops and 13 main relay stations, in 1945, to a total of 21,500 leased
miles of circuit, with over 350 connecting teleprinters, and have, at the
same time, been able to achieve a great increase in economy and efficiency
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been made in oomMUnioations equipment. All obsolescent model 14 teletype
machines have been eliLinated from our system, and considerable progress
has been made in the next step of replacing the model 15 with the fully
automatic model 19 equipment. At the same time progress has been made in
the utilization of automatic reperforators and transmitters at the main
relay stations, thus ensuring a high loading factor on all circuits. The
communications field is by no means static at the present time. Hundre~
word-per-minute teletype equipment is not far away. Multiple reperforatore
and transmitter-distributors are under test to determine their application
to meteorolo~ical communication problem; and more specialized equipment,
Buch as remote oircuit collectors and automatic selecting devices, are in
the test and development stage.

3.2.2.
Facsimile was introduced into the Canadian weather
picture during the closing years of World War II for the transmission of
trans-Atlantic weather maps from the Main Office at Dorval to Rockcliffe.
Since the close of the war this equipment has been operationally employed
in the Maritimes to provide from the Aviation Foreoast Office at RCAF
Station Greenwood a meteorological service to meet the requirements of the
Search and Rescue Co-ordination Centre of the RCAF in Halifax. We have not,
in Oanada, experienced the rapid growth in the application of facsimile as
has been evidenced in the Uni ted States. '~e have been kept fully informed
of this development, but geographio and economic factors have dictated a
more oautious approach to the problem here at home. However, an additional
facsimile network is now in operation to meet military requirements, and
within the next few months we will be opening up a radio facsimile circuit
from Goose to Frobisher on a combined operationally and experimental basie.
from which we hope to be able to formulate plans on the correct place for
facsimile in the Canadian Weather Service. The ohoice of the Goose - Frobisher test bed was two fold: one, to meet immediate operational requirements, and, the other to d~velop, in connection with the Telecommunioations
Division, techniques to ensure adequate reliability over the worst possible
route, i.e. through the zone of maximum auroral aotivity.
3.3.

•

Publio Weather.

3.3.1.
In the Public Weather field a complete re-organization
has taken place. He emerged from the war wi th the basi c public forecasting
for the whole of Oanada done at only two centres - the Toronto headquarters
and Vancouver.
3.3.2.

In order to meet the tremendous demand which followed
the elimination of wartime seourity, decentralization was essential.
Dominion Public T'Teather Offices "Tare established at Vancouver, Edmonton,
Winnipeg, Malton, Dorval, Halifax and Gander; and commencing with the issue
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in March of 1946 of the first edition of the Manual of Prooedures and
Practices for Public Weather SerYice a complete decentralization of the
duties and responsibilities to these offices was accomplished.
Simultaneously, a Verification Centre was established
3.3.3.
at headquarters in order to maintain a running check on the accuraer of
the product, as well as to provide helpful advice and guidance to the field
on composition, terminology, style, and related subjeots.

3.3.4.
MANPUB, as the prooedural manual is called, has now gone
through two editions, and a valuable collection of books, pamphlets and
educational IIlFI.terial has been assembled by the Public Wee,ther Seotion in
order to assist the teaching of meteorology in our secondary schools and
univerSities, to assist the general public in the better utilization of our
services, and to increase interest and knowledge of meteorology, generally.
3.3.5.
The decentralized Public ~'I'eather Service has met with
continuing favourable public opinion and support, which has led to a steadily
increasing work lo~d, so tha,t at the present time, basic regional foreoaste
Are issued at six-hourly intervals at the rate of 480 per dAY. Educational
and informative material is oeing distributed at the rate of some 60,000
items per year, mainly to educational institutions. A "'ide variety of
special services are provided to forestry, shippers of perishable foodstuffs,
transportation organizations, raibrays, highway departments, fru! t growers,
and many others.
3.3.6.
A new step for"Tard was taken this last month with the
opening of the City 1,I!eather Office in Hamilton, which a,ets as a satellite
to the Dominion Public '~eather Office at Malton. This latest endeavour
has been cro"rned ",ith immediate success; with very modest publicity on its
establishment the telephone in the Hamilton City Weather Office started
ringing "rithin five minuter of its initial connection to the exchange, and
the staff of one Meteorologist and one Meteorolog1~~l Assistant Grade I is
already being worked off their feet "r! th very vital demands for weather
service. As an example, the fruit growers in the area have got together and
set up a specip,l commi ttee to 'ftTork directly wi th the official-in-charge of
the Hamilton Oi ty ll}'eather Office for the proviSion of more detailed weather
information for their area. The co-operation appears certain to have great
economic benefits.

3.3.7.
A similar office will shortly be opened in Victoria,
B. C., and, if the use now being made of the Hamilton City Weather Office
is a criterion, others following this pattern will be demanded and justified by the administrations of other cities across Cane,da. The service to
Maritime interests on both coasts, and on the Great Lakes, has similarly
undergone decentralization, expansion, and substantial modification.
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3.3.8.
The Public Weather field is far from static. I feel
that we are only scratching the surface of the need for weather information and advice by Oanadian industry and all \lralks of economic endeavour.
Our practices and procedures in this field must not be allowed to ossify for
many years to come if we are to remain receptive and retain the ability to
meet real and justifiable demands for additional service.
3.4.

Oontinental Aviation.

3.4.1.
On the Oontinental Aviation side of the picture, a
similar metamorphosis has taken place. Pre~war practice, developed out of a
healthy respect for the flying weather in Oanada, consisted of a tailQr~
made forecast for each flight. With the expansion of commeroial aviation
in Oanada, whioh, using TeA as an index, rose from 3,000,000 miles in 1939
to 10,000,000 miles in 1945, and an anticipated 16,000,000 miles in 1950,
the continuation of this individual type of service became an economic
impossibility. Accordingly, by March, 1947, a new set of procedures were
issued which established the provision of twelve-hour regional and terminal
forecasts each six hours, covering all parts of Oanada frequently travelled
by aircraft. These forecasts form the basis for flight-planning, and the
individual attention to flights is confined to briefings. This, then has
transferred the aviation emphasis from individual flight forecasting to a
thorough briefing procedure and teChnique. This Change was brought about
with the full co-operation of all scheduled air carriers in Oanada, and, as
a result of their wholehearted support, which extended to all echelons, has
been an outstanding success. But, as in the field of Public Weather, a
static condition has not been reaohed. A second edition of MANAIR. as the
procedural manual is called, Idll be going to press soon, involving several
improvements but no basic change in philosophy. The extension of prooedures
to meet the advent of oommercial jet transport is already in the planning
stage, and activity in this field will continue at a lively rate for many
years to come.
3.5.

Observing Procedures.

3.5.1.
Ooupled with our domestic aviation re-organization,
came, as a ne'c essary corollary, the tightening and improvement of our
observing procedures and practices. This was a.ccomplished also in the
fiscal year 1946 - 47, with the issue of the Manual of Standard Procedures
and Practices for Weather Observing and Reporting, which beoame effective
on the 1st of January, 1947. This manual has justified the time and effort
required for its preparation, and has done a great deal to raise the stan~
ard of weather observing and reporting in Oanada. Because of the demand for
copies, internationally as well as nationally. the first edition ran to two
printings. As a result of International Meteorological Organization reoo~
mendatlons a second edition was required, and beoame effective on the
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1st of January, 1949; and, at the present time, arising out of further coordination tori th the United States \jeather Bureau, improved teohniques of
Bviation, and the increl3.sing amount of high altitude flying, a third edition
is just now going to press and will likely be introduced this coming summer.
3.6.
3.6.1.

Trans-Ooeanio Aviation.
In the field of Tra.ns .... Ocean Aviation Weather Service.

many milestones have been erected along the path of international progress.

Spearheaded by excellent conference and oommi ttee to.'ork under the aegi s of
ICAO and IMO, internationally agreed prooedures and praotices exist for the
provision of weather service to trans-ocean aviation throughout the world,
enoompass sufficient flexibility to permit of regional modifioations to
adequately cope with local conditions. These procedures follow quite closely
the pattern established by the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada
in the provision of meteorological service to the wartime aircraft delivered
to the fighting fronts.
3.7.

Ocean Weather Ships.

3.7.1.
Perhaps the greatest single advance in the international
field has, ho,,,ever, been the establishment of the network of Ooean Weather
Ships. These are no\" operating on both the North Atlantic and North Pacific
oceans. The cost of these ships, which is admittedly high, has, I believe,
served to cloud in the minds of many the tremendous value of the service
they perform. Without them, trans-ocean air travel would not have prospered
in the post-war period; and it can be demonstrated that all that make their
living on or by the sea are capitalizing directly on the improved weather
service made possible by the establishment of these Ocean '''eather Ships.
Canada has played its full role in this program, initially in 1946 when
HMCS WOODSTOCK spent some time in the Pacific west of Vancouver Island,
and later in the fiscal year 1947 - 48, when under international agreement,
HMCS ST. STEPHE}T took up routine duty B.t Ocean ~leather Station :Baker in the
North Atlantic. This continued as an international commitment discharged
by Canada. until this yeB.r, when, as a result of bilateral agreement with
the United states, they assumed our obligations in the Atlantic and we dis~
charged our responsibilities in both Atlantic and Pacific oceans by operating a full station, (i.e. three ships,) at Station Peter, in the Pacific,
some nine hundred miles west of Vancouver. With the transfer from the
Atlantic to the Pacific the operating responsibility changed from the Royal
Oanad~an Navy to our own Department of Transport.
Foreoast Office

~anagement.

3.8.1.
In the field of Forecast Office Operations and Management SUbstantial progress can be reported. Operationally designed furniture
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to increase the effectiveness of the staff ha~ been planned and is being
brought into service as quipkly as economib donditione permit~ These include
metal forecast desks, rotating file stands for the displ~Y of weather reports
and fo~ecast materials, and briefing cohsoles for the maintenance of statio
meteorologioal briefing aisplays. The Oza11d process of reproduction has
been modified to permit the full colour reproductioni of plotted and analyzed
weather charts. This advance has received worid-wid~ ~eoognition, and is
paying substantial dividends in all main offices at the present time. The
organizational manual put out in draft form in 1947 is still largely in that
form, as a result of the great pressure of other activities on this section.
However, a general pattern for the organization of main district weather
offices has emerged. and is shown in figure 2. As rapidly as possible, all
establishments are being brought into line with this model.

3.8.
Operational improvements includez (1) the utilization
of the prognostic charts as the basis for all forecasting; (2) up~er air
analysis of the standard levels to at least 500 mb. twice daily; (3) the
introduction of differential analysis as a basic technique at an inoreasing
number of offices; and (4) higher level analysis at 400, 300 and 200 mb.
levels as pilot projects at key offices to meet the growing reqUirements for
high level flights.

3.8.3.
But I have, perhaps, alrea~y spent too long on Forecast
Services. Perhaps, I may be excused for this error on the basis that one's
first love is always the strongest, but I do not wish it to be interpreted
in any way as indicating that the evolution in Forecast Services has been
any more vital, nor the need for continuing critical study and revision by
those in oharge is anymore urgent in the other fundamental services oompris~
ing the Meteorological Division.
4.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVIOES.

4.1.
The unsung heroes of the past five years are certainly
those comprising Administrative Services of Meteorological Division headquarters. Responsible as they are for the preparation of estimates and the
over-all budgetary control, accounts, stores, personnel records, library,
duplicating and printing, the success of the operation of the Division as a
whole is directly dependent on the success ~Tith which Administrative Services
discharge their responsibilities. The fact that our annual appropriations
have doubled in the past five years will give you some idea of the magni~ude
of the taek they have been called upon to perform. The stores branoh. for
example, now dispatch as many as 6,000 shipments per year. The personnel
seotion not only had to copo with the great turnover in staff immediately
following the end of World War II, but the steady growth of the Service from
the low point of 900 at the peak post-war resignation period to its tntal
now over 1,500.
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4.2.
Through prodigious effort they were able to provide for
the International Meteorologic~l Organization's Technical Commission meetings
in Toronto in 1947.
4.3.
The redeplo~ment of staff. and redirection of effort,
required the replanning and printing of practically all forms and o.h arts.
As a result the printing section waS called upon to expand from a produotion
of some two million impressions in 1945 to nearly four million in 1948.
Since then, with the stabilization of some of the basic forme, it has been
possible to farm them out to commercial printers, and press time has beoome
available for muoh needed developmental work and the catching up on wartime
climatologioal reports, printing of whioh was delayed by war shortage,
5.

RESEARCH AND TRAINING SERVICES.

5.1.
Researoh and Training Services have had a very roo~
path to follo1rl. In the past ·five years the inesoapable demand in the field,
and the large number of professional resignations in the immediate poet-war
period, required the assignment of every available meteorologist to field
duty. As a result the Research and Training Seotion has rema.ined grossly
understaffed. This field expansion has now levelled off and it is hoped
that staff will be able to be swung in inoreasing numbers into this vital
Section. BeCause of the impossibility of reoruiting university graduates
no ne1r7 training was undertaken during 1945 - 46, al though two very sucoessful refresher oourses were held. In the fiscal year 1946 - 47, an advanced
course to qualify t,,,elve Meteorologists Grade I for higher rating was
successfully completed, but, again, no M.A. recruits were obtained. Reoruiting conditions in fisoal year 1947 - 48 permitted of a small introductory oourse of six men, bu'~, again, no M.A. students could be reoruited.
At this point, there ,,,ere 104 vacancies on the professional establishment
of the Division.
5.2.
In the l~. st two years, largely as a result of additional financial inducements, rec~uiting has picked up and we are now approaCh~
ing a fairly healthy level of reoruitment, in both the Meteorologist Grade
I and higher levels.

5.3.
Notwithstanding the small establishment of the ResearCh
and Training Seotion, a great number of scientific papers have been produced.
The development of the frontal contour chart, and related techniques, has
reflected great credit on the Section.
A change of head, ,..,herein the inevitable hiatus retarded
5.4.
development to some extent in this Service is now behind us and very healthy
progress is now in evidence. The Oentral Analysis Office, which ie a seotion
of Research and Training Services is slowly taking shape.
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INSTRUMENT SERVICES.

6.1.
Instrument Services have similarly ha.d to oontend with
ohanges in top bre.cket, but notwi thetanding they have measured up to the
post-war requirements for the tremendous back-log of maintenance and repair,
shortage of materials and supplies, and the continued demand for more and
better instruments.
6.2,
The radiosonde seotion has gone through some lean years
where, as 8. result of international commitments, and production and design
problems, a serious shortage of instruments developed. However, it is
quite clear that we are now Around the bend. For a comparison, in fiscal
year 1948 ~ 49, 4,289 Oanadian instruments were produced, while in fiscal
1949 - 50, over 6,500 tllere assembled and calibrated, in addition to nearly
4,000 United States instrument calibrations, and over 1,200 of the Oanadian
type assembled and shipped to Sout~ Africa.
6.3.
Notable improvements in the instrument field include a
pyroheliometer, a motor driven psychrometer, a rugged and effective dial
display wind eqUipment, and oonsiderable minor improvements on the other
basic instruments. The flexiblli ty and potential of Instrument Services to
meet de~nde and shortages is, I think, interestingly and amply demonstrated by the fact that when clocks of suffioient ruggedness and with design
features to Ni thstand Arotic oondi tions could not be obtained oommercially
for our barographs, thermographs, anemographs, etc., the Instrument Shop
turned to and produoed an out'Btanding clock. They have also worked on the
basis of unit replacement, to cut down field servicing, and were so suocessful in this that a misguided observer at an outlying station, feeling it
incumbent upon him to effect minor repairs to a alock, reported that it took
him over a ",eek to get inside the cover.
7•

BASIC WEATHER SERVICES.

7.1.
One of the most interesting developments of the past
five years has taken place in the Basic "'eather Servioes. By this, I refer
to the establishment of the Joint Arctic Weather Stations - Eureka and
Resolute in fi seal year 1941 - 48, I sachsen and Mould 'Bay in fiscal year
1948 - 49, and Alert this past year.
1.2,
I feel that these stations rank in importance with the
Ocean Weather Ship program. They will increase in value for many years as
our experience of Arctic weather systems and their controlling influenoe
on the weather in the whole norther.nhemiephere is 1mpr0ved.

... 11 7.3.
The number of stations reporting weather in Canada has
followed a similar ourve to our personnel reoruitment. In the olosing year
of the war there was a total of 1,200 stations of all oategories - sixtynine of them operated by the United States Foroes as a wartime measure.
There was a steady decrease in ' the number of stations through until 1948,
when the number fell to 949. The n~ber is now on the inorease, and has
olimbed baok to 1;117. By next year we will have taken over from the United
States all wartime stations operated by them, ",i th the exoeption. of those
located at their own military bases in Newfoundland. Synoptic stations have
inoreased from a 10'1 of 205 in 1947, to 243. The number of hourly weather
stl'l.tions has fluotuatedwidely. and has finally stabilized at 120. Radio-<
sonde stations have inoreased fro~ a low of 17 in 1947, to 29 at the present
time. Pilot ballodnstationS have inoreased from a low of 51 in 1947. to a
high of 65 at the present time.
.
7.4.
These past five years have also seen a steadY imp~ove~
ment in the basio training of weather observers. A system of barrier
examinations has been inaugurated that wiil ensure the maintenance of a
high standard.
7.5.
Improvements have been made in the field inspeotion of
basio weather stations, but the staff changes and promotions have momentarily
decimated the ranks of this seotion and a great amount of work remains to
be done in this field.
8.

CLIMATOLOGY.

8.1.
Climatologioal Servioes have had a rocky road, similar
to Training and Research, to travel in the past five years. A crippling
short~ge of professional staff has characterized the fortunes of this
section. The fact that in spite ..of these adversities they have been able to
maintain the publication of the Monthly Weather Map, the Monthly Record of
Meteorological Observations, the·'Generat Summe.ries of Hourly 1Teather Observations in Canada, as well as produce the climatic summaries for selected
stations in Canada, and the weekly weather summaries for agriculture, is
ample evidence of the tremendous effort expended by the few assigned to
Climatological d~ties.
1

8.2.
The road ahead does, however, look brighter. The backlog of "'artime reoords requiring summarization is gradually being whittled
do,"rn. A miorofilming seotion is rapidly reduoing the multitude of original
reoords to miorofilm. A start has been made on the introduotion of punohed
oard methods in the handling of the statistical data, and, with the levelling
off of field requirements, additional professional staff is becoming available.
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9.

SERVIOES TO NATIONAL DEFENCE.

9.1.
I have me.de no mention so fa.r of the service provided
to National Defence. As you know, Canada, in va.riance .Ji"th Unit~d States
practice, operates on the single weather service prinoiple, wherein the
Meteorological Division is responsible for providing the weather service ,to
meet Navy, Army and Air Force requirements,' trhe deve10pment of the 4:iervioe
to meet changing National Defende requirements has been fad111'tated biY the
establishment of liaison officers ",1th National Def'enbe ' Headquarteri and
with the principal R.C.A.F. Oommands.
9.2.
Service to the R.C~A.F. has bee~ built ditectiy on the
experience of World War 2, '\11th a continual development tb capitalize on
the advantages of facsimile and. to meet the requirements of high aititude
operations, etc.

9.3.
The Royal Qartadian NaV1, embarking on the operation of
a Oa¥rier, reqUired the establishment of a weather office aboard in fiscal
year 1946 ... 47. This venture has pr~ved singula,rly successful. In addi tion.
meteorological service equivalent to that supplied to the R.O.A.F. is provided at their Naval Air Station, Dartmouth,
9.4.
Various Army exercises have resulted 1n increasing
1demands for specialized weather service for that branoh of National Defence;
and the Defence Research Board has considerable need for services, particularly from the Research and Climatological Sections.

9.5.
A short term commissioning scheme to better meet the
needs of National Defence was thoroughly investigated during the past five
years and had to be shelved for economic and man-power reasons. Reoently,
however, this scheme has been the subJeot of renewed stu~ and interest.
10.

SERVICE TO OTHER DEPARTlJlENTS AND AGENCIES.

10.1.
Direct service has been provided for a number of other
Government Depe,rtments and agencies. To choose a few illustrative examples,
the Climatological Seotion is intimately linked with the National ResearCh
Counoil1s ]uilding Research with the assignment of a Climatologist to work
on the Meteorological problems conneoted with the building code, and buildings in general. The Research Section has staff seoonded for full time duty
on suoh vital projects as Shoran, while Foreoast Servioes work in olose 001laboration ...,ith the Forestry, Marine and other divisions of the government
in the provision of speoialized services.
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11.

CONCLUSION.

11.1.
In a rapid stock taking such as this certe.in inescapable
questions arise. Primarily one is faced with the question IIAre we, as a
result of this rapid evolution and expansion, operating effiCiently?"
Figure 3. I think, provides the answer. This shows, plotted against the
routine work output of Forecast Services, (for want of a more general index),
the annual cost of the Weather Services. It will be noted that in spite of
the expanSion, and rising prices generally, the unit cost per forecast has
decreased substantially over the past five years. Another index is provided
by the number of main centres. ~fuile decentralization has been carried out
to a very considerable extent, we have been able to reduce the number of
main forecast centres from 17 to 12. with a corresponding increase in the
second echelon from 6 to 15. Coupled with this. and as I mentioned earlier
in this address, the teletype system relay stations have similarly been reduced from 13 to 8. Thus, I feel that while additional operational economiee
and efficiencies 1.'1'i11 no doubt be found, as the science of Meteorology and
the application of faosimile are improved, nevertheless. with the tools at
our disposal at the moment, the Servioe is on a sO\Uld and efficient basis.
11.2.
Another fundamental question is undoubtedly, "Have we
got a balanced service? II To answer this, figure 4 shows the distribution
of expenditure in the Foreoast Offices for 1950. Figure 5 shows the dis...
tribution of cost of upper air observing stations, and figures 6 and 7 show
the distribution of costs on the teletype network.

11.3.
Perhaps the most critical analysis can be obtained from
the finanoial pie shown as figure 8. An examination of this figure. I
think, provides convincing evidence that we are an unbalanced service at the
present time. There is far too little being spent on Olimatology and
Research and Training. The circumstances which have forced us into this
position are understandable and, I believe, were inescapable. The course we
have travelled has been clearly in mind over the past five years, but now
that staff requirements in the field are levelling off no relaxation in
effort to achieve a healthy increase in Olimatology and Research must be pe~
mitted. An organization with the unbalance of ours cannot survive long as
a healthy professional service. F0recast SerVices, to continue as an efficient body, must receive a continuous supply of new blood in the form of
research papers, summaries, refresher courses. instructional and indoctrinational tours, by the Research Seotion; and must be continually supplied
with operational olimatologioal data by Olimatological Services for the
improvement of servioes to the general public; not to mention the direot
public service which oan and should be provided to a greater extent by both
Seotions.
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11.4.
As a result of this unbalance. produced by the shortage
of staff, certain vital fields have not yet been touched. Such things as
flood forecasting remain matters of immediate ooncern; while the need for
basic and oontinuing research in weather applied to forestry and agriculture
should not be longer delayed.
11.5.
In spite of this unbalance we have, however. retained
administrative equilibrium, As can be seen in the figure, our headquarters
administrative costs are 6.1~, which is a healthy and SUbstantial amount
below the maximum permissible 10% normally used as a ready index by govern~
ment and business.
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